Personal Tributes

MEMORIALS

Loving, Loved and Lovely
Wife, Mother, Teacher and Friend

Karen Johnson
May 23, 1948 - Apr. 17, 2016

Matthews®
Cemetery Products
With a Personal Tributes Memorial, you can pass down the story of your heritage to future generations. In your own words, or with a favorite verse or poem, you can create a beautiful personal epitaph for a truly authentic remembrance. Offered in a large selection of sizes and styles, all Personal Tributes Memorials are finished with Matthews’ exclusive Diamond Shield® Protective Coating to preserve the beauty of the bronze.

**Memorial Includes:**
- Unlimited Personal Epitaph
- Signatures
- Color Cameo
- Background Color
- Unlimited Emblems

*Remember a very special life with a Personal Tribute.*
Choose from the following options to customize your memorial

### BACKGROUND COLORS
Matching vases also available.

- AQUAMARINE
- DARK BLUE
- AZTEC
- BLACK CHERRY
- DARK RED
- LIGHT BROWN
- DARK TEAL
- HUNTER GREEN
- DARK BROWN
- BLACK

### FRAMES

- **CAMBRIDGE®**
- **MAYFAIR®**
- **SUSSEX®**
- **SIMPLICITY DECO®**
- **CAMEO LAUREL®**
- **CAMBRIDGE BOTANICA®**

### EPITAPHAH
You can tell the story of a life well lived, in your own words, or choose a favorite poem or verse.

```
We fell in love at first sight, just like in the movies. Our lives together were filled with many blessings, beginning with our two children John & Aliza, and then our three grandchildren Robert, Kate and John Jr. Our lives were full of happiness and good memories.
```

### CAMEO
From a family portrait to a special memory, your treasured photo is preserved in detailed, full-color quality.

### SIGNATURES
Add a signature or a hand-written message to include a highly personal touch to a bronze memorial.

### EMBLEMS
Ask counselor for more emblem options.

- **HOLY BIBLE**
  - ITEM #117979
- **AMERICAN LEGION**
  - ITEM #112015
- **TOGETHER FOREVER**
  - ITEM #124426
- **FRATERNAL ORDER OF THE ELKS**
  - ITEM #114971
- **U.S. MILITARY**
  - ITEM #112370
- **U.S. NAVY**
  - ITEM #123676

### LETTER STYLES
Can be mixed and matched.

- OPTIMA
- Americana
- CHANCERY
- ROMAN